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ABSTRACT
The rate at which matter flows into a galactic nucleus during early phases of galaxy evolution
can sometimes exceed the Eddington limit of the growing central black hole by several orders
of magnitude. We discuss the necessary conditions for the black hole to actually accrete this
matter at such a high rate, and consider the observational appearance and detectability of a
hyperaccreting black hole. In order to be accreted at a hyper-Eddington rate, the infalling
gas must have a sufficiently low angular momentum. Although most of the gas is accreted,
a significant fraction accumulates in an optically thick envelope with luminosity ∼LEdd,
probably pierced by jets of much higher power. If Ṁ > 103ṀEdd, the envelope spectrum
resembles a blackbody with a temperature of a few thousand kelvin, but for lower (but still
hyper-Eddington) accretion rates the spectrum becomes a very dilute and hard Wien spectrum.
We consider the likelihood of various regimes of hyperaccretion, and discuss its possible
observational signatures.

Key words: black hole physics – galaxies: active – quasars: general.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Episodes of hyperaccretion − accretion at rates far exceeding the
Eddington limit − are often invoked to explain the early rapid
growth of massive black holes (MBHs: Volonteri & Rees 2005;
Volonteri, Silk & Dubus 2015, and references therein). Theoreti-
cal estimates of mass supply rates available in protogalaxies are
certainly compatible with hyperaccretion. For example, the char-
acteristic infall rate of self-gravitating gas in a halo with velocity
dispersion 100σ 100 km s−1,

Ṁff = σ 3

G
= 240σ 3

100 M� yr−1, (1)

exceeds the Eddington rate for a 106m6 M� black hole by a fac-
tor ∼105σ 3

100m
−1
6 . Here, we have defined the Eddington accretion

rate assuming electron scattering opacity and without an overall
radiative efficiency, i.e. ṀEdd = LEdd/c

2.
Observational surveys suggest that the distribution of mass supply

rates in active galactic nuclei (AGNs), normalized to the Eddington
value, is mass independent, and is a decreasing function of the Ed-
dington ratio but not a steep one, e.g. a power law with an index of
∼−0.65 (Aird et al. 2012), which Aird et al. (2013) suggest is steep-
ened to ∼−2 or cut-off with an exponential (Stanley et al. 2015) for
Eddington ratios larger than unity. If we instead extrapolated these
power laws to high accretion rates, we would infer a non-negligible
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fraction of supercritical AGNs, ∼10−3 at z = 1 and ∼10−2 at z = 2.
These fractions, however, are derived from extrapolation of results
for low-redshift ‘normal’ AGNs. For gas-rich protogalaxies at high
redshifts, particularly following mergers, or for black holes that
have not yet grown to their final masses, the occasional availability
of gas at a hypercritical rate is more likely, as the same fraction
of Ṁff represents a higher fraction of ṀEdd for a lower mass black
hole. Indeed, large-scale simulations of galaxy assembly suggest
that supercritical infall rates are fairly common (e.g. Dubois et al.
2014).

The availability of gas at a hypercritical rate is a separate ques-
tion from the acceptance of such a gas by the black hole; the lat-
ter is the subject of much uncertainty. X-ray binaries with hyper-
Eddington mass transfer rates, such as SS 433 (Begelman, King
& Pringle 2006), microquasars in outburst (Neilsen et al. 2016)
and ultraluminous X-ray sources (Poutanen et al. 2007; Middle-
ton et al. 2015; Pinto, Middleton & Fabian 2016), appear to eject
much of the supplied gas before it reaches the black hole. This reg-
ulates the accretion luminosity to a moderately supercritical value,
as posited in the inflow−outflow models of Shakura & Sunyaev
(1973) and Blandford & Begelman (1999). What these systems
have in common is that the mass is supplied through a thin disc,
with nearly Keplerian angular momentum. Only inside the trapping
radius, rtr = (Ṁ/ṀEdd)rg (Begelman 1979), where rg = GM/c2 is
the black hole’s gravitational radius, does radiation energy density
build up in the flow, thickening the disc and causing most of the
gas to be ejected. The mechanism driving the outflow in specific
cases is not well understood, but it could be that the combination of
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strong angular momentum transport, in conjunction with relatively
weak photon trapping, allows enough gas to escape at each radius
that the radiation remains marginally trapped all the way in to the
centre. Although the outer geometry of accretion flows in AGN is
not well known, it is possible that high angular momentum disc
accretion similarly occurs there, so that few, if any, AGNs produce
hypercritical luminosities.

The situation appears to be different in a small subset of candidate
tidal disruption events (TDEs), where debris from the disrupted star
falls back towards the black hole at a hypercritical rate and appears to
be accreted without difficulty, liberating a hypercritical luminosity
and powering jets (Zauderer et al. 2011; Cenko et al. 2012; Brown
et al. 2015). A key difference between this case and the cases with
strong mass loss and regulated accretion is that the specific angular
momentum of the infalling gas is far below the Keplerian angular
momentum at the trapping radius. The radiation is therefore strongly
coupled to the gas where the angular momentum is deposited, and
as a result it may not be able to drive strong mass loss.

To describe this case, Coughlin & Begelman (2014) proposed
that instead of being blown away, the infalling gas would inflate
into a weakly bound envelope, which they called a ZEBRA (ZEro-
BeRnoulli Accretion flow). Essentially, all the matter in such an
envelope could be accreted if the gas close to the black hole could
be pushed into low-binding-energy relativistic orbits before falling
in, as in the ‘Polish doughnut’ model (Jaroszyński, Abramowicz &
Paczyński 1980), or finds a way of venting most of its accretion
energy into the centrifugally evacuated funnel around the rotation
axis, as seems to happen in the candidate TDEs. In either case, the
luminosity leaking out in directions other than the accretion funnel
would be limited to roughly LEdd.

In this paper, we adopt the view that hyperaccretion is bimodal:
either most of the gas is blown away and the residual accretion rate
is close to Eddington, or the matter is accreted at nearly the rate
supplied. The parameter that discriminates between the two cases
is the ratio of the specific angular momentum in the supplied gas to
its Keplerian value at the trapping radius, which is a function of the
mass supply rate, Ṁ .

In Section 2, we summarize the parameters that determine the
outcome of hyperaccretion, and in Section 3 we study the struc-
ture and evolution of the ZEBRA envelope expected to develop in
the low angular momentum case, expressing our results in terms
of the fraction of black hole mass acquired during hyperaccretion
episodes. We consider the appearance of highly supercritical black
holes in Section 4, and discuss the observational consequences in
Section 5. We summarize our results and conclude in Section 6.

2 PA R A M E T E R S PAC E FO R
H Y P E R AC C R E T I O N

Assume that matter is supplied to the black hole (mass M) at a
rate Ṁ , measured at an outer accretion radius which we define as
rB = GM/σ 2, by analogy with the Bondi radius. This is also the
black hole’s radius of influence in the galactic nucleus potential.
For various purposes we will choose to normalize Ṁ to Ṁff , ˙̃m =
Ṁ/Ṁff , or to ṀEdd, ṁ = Ṁ/ṀEdd. Likewise, we define scaled radii
normalized to rB, x̃ = r/rB, and to rg, x = r/rg. Scaled to rB, the
trapping radius can be written

x̃tr = ṁ
(σ

c

)2
≈ 10−7ṁσ 2

100 ≈ 10−2 ˙̃mσ 5
100m

−1
6 . (2)

Now define a dimensionless angular momentum parameter λB =
�B/(GMrB)1/2, where �B is the specific angular momentum of the

gas at the accretion radius. We identify several regimes of the ac-
cretion process depending on the value of λB:

(i) λB ≥ 1. The accretion flow is completely regulated by
angular momentum transport and ultimately transitions to an
inflow−outflow state, as in a hyperaccreting X-ray binary.

(ii) x̃
1/2
tr < λB < 1. The gas falls through the accretion radius

without feeling centrifugal effects, but encounters a centrifugal bar-
rier before reaching the trapping radius. As a result, the stalled
gas cools and forms a disc at the Keplerian radius. According to
our assumption about the bimodal character of hyperaccretion, this
implies that the flow undergoes strong mass loss inside the trap-
ping radius, leaving the black hole with only mildly supercritical
accretion.

(iii) 3 × 10−4σ100 < λB < 0.1 ˙̃m1/2
σ

5/2
100 m

−1/2
6 ≡ λB,crit. This is

the most interesting case from the perspective of this paper. The
lower limit implies that the gas has too much angular momentum
to fall directly into the black hole, and thus must dissipate some
binding energy first. This condition is expected to be satisfied in the
vast majority of cases. The upper limit implies that the gas reaches
its centrifugal barrier after it has fallen through the trapping ra-
dius. This means that angular momentum is deposited under highly
trapped conditions, which, as we have speculated, leads to a weakly
bound envelope (a ZEBRA flow) with little mass loss, feeding the
black hole at a hypercritical rate.

3 ST RU C T U R E A N D E VO L U T I O N O F A
H Y P E R AC C R E T I N G E N V E L O P E

The structure and evolution of ZEBRA flows are discussed by
Coughlin & Begelman (2014), in the context of hypercritical fall-
back rates following TDEs. As in that case, the black hole is ex-
pected to swallow most of the matter falling back in real time while
absorbing little of the angular momentum, which resides mainly in
the outer regions of the flow. The main difference between the case
considered here and the TDE case is that Ṁ is roughly constant
with time over the course of the hyperaccretion event, whereas in
the TDE case the fallback rate declines ∝t−5/3. As a result, in the
TDE case most of the angular momentum that needs to be stored
is accumulated during the early stages of fallback, after which the
stored angular momentum and envelope mass remain roughly con-
stant. For the case considered here, the envelope must contain an
increasing amount of gas in order to store the leftover angular mo-
mentum, until it can be transferred to the environment.

Initially, the part of the accretion flow below the trapping radius
contains enough mass to absorb the accumulated angular momen-
tum without expanding appreciably. The initial mass in the trapped
region of the accretion flow is

Mtr ≈ 103 ˙̃m5/2
σ

15/2
100 m

−1/2
6 M�, (3)

which can handle the angular momentum deposited by the accretion
of mass Macc = Ṁt = Mtr(λB,crit/λB). This capacity is exceeded
very quickly, after an elapsed time of

ttr ≈ 4 ˙̃m3/2
σ

9/2
100 m

−1/2
6

(
λB,crit

λB

)
yr, (4)

and the hyperaccreting black hole must then begin to accumulate
a more massive gaseous envelope to carry the deposited angular
momentum.

The trapping condition, which we have expressed in terms of a
steady accretion rate, can also be interpreted in terms of an envelope
mass Menv = menv M�, which is forced to convect radiation with
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a characteristic speed approaching ∼vK, the local Keplerian speed
(Coughlin & Begelman 2014), but participates in the accretion flow
at a slower rate. Equivalently, the trapping condition can be obtained
by setting the characteristic optical depth across the trapping radius
equal to c/vK. The resulting envelope radius is given by

renv ≈ 8.8 × 1014κ̃2/5m2/5
envm

1/5
6 cm (5)

(Begelman 2012b), where κ̃ ≡ κ/κes is the opacity normalized to
electron scattering opacity. (We include κ̃ here and not in the ex-
pression for rtr above because the envelope may become much more
extended and cooler than rtr, and thus be subjected to different opac-
ity.) Simultaneously, the envelope must be large enough to contain
the total angular momentum Lenv, which requires (to within a con-
stant of order unity) Lenv ∼ Menv(GMrenv)1/2 or, equivalently,

Menv ≈
(

4πc

κ

)1/6

L5/6
env (GM)−1/2 (6)

(Coughlin & Begelman 2014).
Neglecting the angular momentum lost through accretion and

winds or jets, we can relate Lenv to the (assumed steady) accretion
rate:

Lenv = λBṀt(GMrB)1/2

≈ 6 × 1059

(
λB

λB,crit

)
˙̃m3/2

σ
9/2
100 m

1/2
6 tyr g cm2 s−1, (7)

where tyr is the elapsed time of the hyperaccretion episode in years.
The mass of the envelope increases according to

Menv ≈ 240κ̃−1/6

(
λB

λB,crit

)5/6

˙̃m5/4
σ

15/4
100 m

−1/12
7 t5/6

yr M�, (8)

for t > ttr.
The steady increase of envelope mass should continue until either

the episode of hyperaccretion ends due to a decrease in the mass
supply for accretion, or some mechanism acts to remove the ex-
cess angular momentum and/or accumulating mass. One plausible
mechanism for promoting angular momentum loss would be the
self-gravity of the envelope, which becomes important when the
envelope mass approaches that of the black hole. However, one can
see from equation (8) that this limit is never reached, because the
envelope mass grows more slowly than the black hole mass. For
example, in an extreme case where the black hole grows by more
than an order of magnitude during a single episode of steady hyper-
accretion, we see that M ∝ t while Menv ∝ t3/4 (because dMenv/dt ∝
M−1/12t−1/6).

If the maximum mass reached by the envelope is limited by the
duration of the hyperaccretion episode, it is instructive to charac-
terize this in terms of the fraction f of the current black hole mass
acquired during N episodes of hyperaccretion, all of which we as-
sume to be similar. We assume that the envelope is drained between
episodes. The duration of the current hyperaccretion episode is then
given by thyp = (f /N )(M/Ṁ), and the mass reached by the enve-
lope during one episode is

Mhyp ≈ 3 × 105κ̃−1/6

(
λB

λB,crit

f

N

)5/6

˙̃m5/12
σ

5/4
100 m

3/4
6 M�. (9)

The associated radius, from equation (5), is

rhyp ≈ 1.4 × 1017κ̃4/15

(
λB

λB,crit

f

N

)1/3

˙̃m1/6
σ

1/2
100 m

1/2
6 cm. (10)

We now consider the density distribution inside the envelope, which
is essential for calculating its spectral properties. The mass and outer

radius of the envelope (equivalently, the trapping condition) fix the
characteristic density of the outer envelope. The inner density, at
a few gravitational radii, is fixed by our assumption that matter
is being fed into the black hole roughly at the rate it is being
supplied, Ṁ . Although we are ignorant of the detailed distribution
of angular momentum within the envelope, we note that it must
approach the local Keplerian value at both inner and outer radii.
Therefore, a simple assumption to connect the two zones is that
the specific angular momentum distribution is quasi-Keplerian, i.e.
scaling according to �2 ∼ aGMr, where a < 1 is a constant, and
we are using the notation of Coughlin & Begelman (2014), who
showed that the value of a and the slope of the density profile, q ≡
−d ln ρ/d ln r, are interrelated.

To estimate the required slope, we assume that matter contained
within an inner radius r0 ∼ 10rg is falling into the black hole at a
speed of v0 ∼ 0.03c. This implies that the mass contained within r0

is roughly M0 = Ṁr0/v0 = 0.01 ˙̃mσ 3
100m6 M�. The corresponding

density is obtained from solving Ṁ = 4πρ0v0r
2
0 . We then have

3 − q ≈ ln(Mhyp/M0)

ln(rhyp/r0)
≈ 1.5

1 + 0.06 ln A

1 + 0.09 ln B
, (11)

where A = κ̃−1/6[(λB/λB,crit)(f /N )]5/6 ˙̃m−7/12
σ

−7/4
100 m

−1/4
6 , B =

κ̃−4/15[(λB/λB,crit)(f /N )]1/3 ˙̃m1/6
σ

1/2
100 m

−1/2
6 . For a wide range of

plausible parameters, we can neglect the log terms and take 3 −
q ≈ 1.5, which gives a density slope very close to that of free fall.
To simplify subsequent expressions, given the crudity of our ap-
proximations so far, we will take q = 3/2. The density is then given
by

ρ ≈ 1.9 × 10−5 ˙̃mσ 3
100m

−2
6 x−3/2 g cm−3, (12)

where we recall that x = r/rg.

4 RADI ATI VE PRO PERTI ES O F
H Y P E R AC C R E T I N G B L AC K H O L E S

If the envelope formed a photosphere close to rhyp, its effective
temperature, assuming L = LEdd, would be

Teff ≈ 1.8 × 103κ̃−23/60

(
λB

λB,crit

f

N

)−1/6

˙̃m−1/12
σ

−1/4
100 K, (13)

which is insensitive to all the parameters. Scattering in the outer
layers could increase the colour temperature over Teff by a factor 2
or 3; the high temperature sensitivity of H− opacity would prevent
the photospheric temperature from dropping below a few thousand
kelvin.

However, the relatively low density and higher temperature close
to the black hole suggest that under certain circumstances, ther-
malization may fail outside a relatively small radius compared to
rhyp, in which case the spectrum will resemble a dilute blackbody
with a colour temperature much higher than Teff. This was pointed
out by Beloborodov (1998) in the context of slim disc models for
hyperaccretion, where most of the liberated energy is assumed to
be advected into the black hole.

To assess the level of thermalization, we assume that the interior
of the envelope is electron scattering dominated, with an absorp-
tion opacity given by the standard Kramers formula for bound-free
absorption, κbf ≈ 1.6 × 1024ρT−7/2. The (radiation) pressure in the
envelope is given by

p ≈ 2

11
ρ

GM

r
≈ 3.1 × 1015 ˙̃mσ 3

100m
−2
6 x−5/2 erg cm−3, (14)
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corresponding to a local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) temper-
ature

TLTE ≈ 3.5 × 107 ˙̃m1/4
σ

3/4
100 m

−1/2
6 x−5/8 K. (15)

The effective optical depth for thermalization as a function of r
is then given by τLTE = ρ(κbfκes)1/2r ∝ r−5/32, and the radiation
is thermalized at radii smaller than rLTE, where τLTE(rLTE) = 1. It
turns out that the thermalization radius is extremely sensitive to
Ṁ , varying more steeply than ∝Ṁ6. The interior first starts to lose
thermalization when the accretion rate drops below

˙̃mth ≈ 0.016κ̃0.04

(
λB

λB,crit

f

N

)0.05

σ−3
100m6, (16)

corresponding to

ṁ ≡ Ṁ

ṀEdd
� 1.4 × 103. (17)

The thermalization radius decreases rapidly with decreasing Ṁ un-
til the entire accretion flow becomes unthermalized (i.e. down to
radii r0 ∼ 10rg), for Ṁ about four times smaller than ˙̃mth, i.e.
for Ṁ ∼ 350ṀEdd. Note that these limits depend almost entirely on
conditions in the accretion flow at the inner radii, ∼r0, and therefore
are insensitive to the uncertain outer structure of the envelope. How-
ever, as Beloborodov (1998) shows, the estimated temperatures are
likely to be quite sensitive to the inner conditions mainly through the
density and emitting volume, and thus one can obtain considerably
higher temperatures for larger inflow speeds (i.e. larger viscosity
parameter α) and more rapidly spinning black holes.

When the inner flow is just barely thermalized, the LTE temper-
ature at r0 is ∼2 × 106m

−1/4
6 K, and for lower Ṁ the radiation is

presumably supplied by Comptonized bremsstrahlung, with a Wien
spectrum and a nominal temperature of

T ≈ 2.1 × 106m
−1/4
6

(
Ṁ

350ṀEdd

)−4

K, (18)

which, in practice, will be depressed by a logarithmic factor due
to Comptonization effects (Rybicki & Lightman 1979). We note
that this temperature rapidly approaches and can exceed the virial
temperature in the outer parts of the accretion flow, raising the possi-
bility that Compton pre-heating could destabilize the flow (Ostriker
et al. 1976); other radiative feedback effects may also effect the flow
conditions near rB (Inayoshi, Haiman & Ostriker 2016). However,
as we argue below, the most likely cases of hyperaccretion occur
at such high accretion rates that the radiation is thermalized and
therefore emerges in the optical and infrared.

5 O B S E RVAT I O NA L C O N S E QU E N C E S

The most favourable conditions for MBHs to become ZEBRAs
are associated with the largest values of λB, crit, i.e. a relatively
small black hole in a relatively massive galaxy with a large σ (cf.
Section 2). If the growth of the black hole is ‘left behind’, so that
the galaxy grows faster than the black hole, even a small fraction
of infalling gas with sufficiently low angular momentum can give
rise to a ZEBRA episode. For instance, if m6 = 0.1 and σ 100 = 1,
a very modest 1 per cent of gas at free-fall rate needs to have low
angular momentum, λB ∼ 0.03, to trigger an accretion episode with
ṁ ∼ 104.

Equation (17) implies that there are two different regimes of
hyperaccreting black holes in the ZEBRA mode. The quasi-isotropic

Figure 1. Examples of conditions leading to a RedZEBRA or an XZEBRA.
The accretion flow around a black hole is a ZEBRA above the red dashed,
dot–dashed and dotted lines, for various values of λB, as a function of black
hole mass and ˙̃m in a galaxy with a given σ (50 or 150 km s−1 in this
example). Above the black solid line it would appear as a RedZEBRA,
while below it would appear as an XZEBRA.

emission at ∼LEdd of ZEBRAs will resemble that of a red giant if
the following joint condition is met:

˙̃m > 0.014
m6

σ 3
100

and ˙̃m >

(
λB

0.1

)2

m6σ
−5
100. (19)

We call this a RedZEBRA. For a low-mass black hole (∼105 M�),
gas needs to flow in at a very small fraction of the free-fall rate
( ˙̃m ∼ 10−3) to fulfill this criterion.

Alternatively, if

(
λB

0.1

)2

m6σ
−5
100 < ˙̃m < 0.014 m6σ

−3
100, (20)

the ZEBRA will be a hard X-ray source, an XZEBRA. For instance,
in a galaxy with σ = 150 km s−1 and a black hole with m6 = 1, for
gas with λB = 0.01, we would have an XZEBRA if the inflow rate is
1.5 × 10−3 < ˙̃m < 4 × 10−3 and a RedZEBRA if ˙̃m > 4 × 10−3.
In a galaxy with σ = 50 km s−1, no XZEBRAS can occur if λB >

0.005–0.006. We summarize these constraints in Fig. 1.
RedZEBRAs would appear as very luminous red sources, with a

luminosity of L ∼ 1044m6 erg s−1 peaking at 1.6 µm rest frame for
a temperature of Teff ≈ 1.8 × 103 K. In principle, the redshifted
blackbody peak would be accessible to the James Webb Space Tele-
scope out to z ∼ 2 with the Near Infrared Camera (NIRCam) and out
to z ∼ 16.5 with the Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI). XZEBRAs
are also within the reach of future X-ray telescopes, such as Athena,
or very deep fields with current instruments. Several factors, how-
ever, may limit detectability. One is the likely short duration of
hyperaccretion events, which could not be sustained for more than
∼105 yr at ṁ ∼ 103 − 104, even if the black hole acquires most
of its mass through hyperaccretion. A second factor is that hyper-
accretion might be quenched by feedback after a fairly short time
(Volonteri et al. 2015). A third factor, in the case of XZEBRAs,
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is obscuration due to the material feeding the black hole, which
Volonteri et al. (2015) estimate within the Bondi radius as

NH ∼ ˙̃m
σ 4

mpGM
∼ 1026 ˙̃mm−1

6 σ 4
100 cm−2. (21)

The column density is dominated by material close in, and if the
outer material remains cool, downscattering of the hard X-rays may
still contribute to the emission.

In addition to the quasi-isotropic emission at ∼LEdd, either kind of
ZEBRA may have powerful jets emerging along the rotational axis,
carrying a power of ∼εṁLEdd, where ε is the accretion efficiency.
The emission looking down the axis of one of these jets may be
the most efficient way to detect hyperaccreting MBHs at high red-
shifts. By analogy with the super-Eddington TDE Swift J1644+57,
geometric beaming rather than relativistic Doppler shift may be
the most important factor in enhancing the apparent luminosity
over the actual luminosity, and the detected radiation may represent
mildly relativistic outflow along walls of the accretion funnel (Kara
et al. 2016). The spectrum would thus resemble that in the inner
regions of the accretion flow, i.e. soft- to medium-energy X-rays for
the RedZEBRA cases, ranging to extremely hard X-rays for XZE-
BRAs. If the beaming factors are as large as they apparently are in
TDEs (b ∼ 102 for Swift J1644+57), the apparent X-ray luminosity
of a hyperaccreting 105 or 106 M� black hole could exceed those
of the most luminous quasars, but at the cost of only a small fraction
of the sources being visible in this way. An extended radio jet is not
likely at z > 4, because the relativistic electrons cool preferentially
by scattering cosmic microwave background photons, rather than
by synchrotron emission. The radio lobes would then be quenched
at high redshifts, but compact hotspots could still be visible at low
frequencies (Ghisellini et al. 2015). Given the additional fact that
accretion rates of ṁ ∼ 103−104 can only be sustained for �105 yr
before the black hole grows out of its mass range, it is likely that
these sources are quite rare.

6 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

We have considered the conditions under which MBHs in galac-
tic nuclei might accept infalling matter at an extremely super-
Eddington rate, and how such hyperaccreting MBHs might be de-
tectable. We adopt a bimodal criterion for hyperaccretion, in which
the black hole is able to swallow material at a hypercritical rate
only if this matter falls within the radiation trapping radius with-
out first forming a disc. This argument is based on observations
of SS 433 and other X-ray binaries undergoing mass transfer at
a hypercritical rate, where there is evidence that powerful winds
expel most of the supplied mass before it reaches the black hole,
in contrast to hyperaccreting TDEs (Coughlin & Begelman 2014),
where the infalling gas has a very low angular momentum com-
pared to the Keplerian value at the trapping radius and much of this
matter seems to reach the black hole. Theoretical arguments suggest
that the establishment of a powerful wind requires some process to
transfer energy from the inflowing gas to the outflow, the nature
of which is not understood (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Blandford
& Begelman 1999). In the absence of such a mechanism, there are
self-consistent solutions in which the strong outflow is replaced by
a gentle circulation or ‘breeze’ (Begelman 2012a), in which case
supplied gas could accumulate and hyperaccretion would be possi-
ble under a wider range of conditions. Thus, our proposed criterion
for hyperaccretion represents a conservative view of the process.

According to our adopted view, hyperaccretion commences only
if matter crossing into the black hole’s sphere of influence has a

small enough specific angular momentum compared to the Kep-
lerian value, typically a few percent or less. While this can be a
stringent constraint, it is relaxed considerably for relatively small
black holes in protogalactic haloes with relatively large velocity
dispersions (typically, more massive haloes). This condition is most
readily met when the growth of the black hole has lagged behind
the M–σ relation for its host bulge (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Geb-
hardt et al. 2000; Tremaine et al. 2002). Nevertheless, the likelihood
of meeting the angular momentum condition depends on the outer
boundary conditions for the mass supply, which we leave for later
investigations.

Once this initial angular momentum condition is met, matter
begins to accumulate in an envelope at a rate slightly lower than the
growth rate of the black hole. As the envelope grows − in radius as
well as mass − the specific angular momentum in its outer regions
increases, which means that the angular momentum constraint for
maintaining an episode of hyperaccretion actually weakens with
time. The increasing mass of the envelope is needed in order to
store the angular momentum left behind when gas is swallowed by
the black hole, until some mechanism is able to remove it. Barring
such a mechanism, we show that the density distribution in the
envelope approaches the slope ∼−3/2 characteristic of free-fall
and Bondi accretion.

This enables us to estimate the thermal and radiative properties
of the envelope, which must radiate at ∼LEdd. While the effective
temperature of the outer envelope is typically a few thousand kelvin,
the radiation is thermalized only for Ṁ � 103ṀEdd; hyperaccreting
black holes in this regime would resemble red giants. For lower
values of Ṁ/ṀEdd the colour temperature rapidly increases, until
the envelope becomes a hard X-ray source for Ṁ � a few hundred
ṀEdd.

In addition to the isotropic emission from the envelope, we expect
hyperaccreting MBHs to produce jets that carry most of the accre-
tion luminosity, which could be orders of magnitude larger than the
envelope emission. While the nature of the jet production mecha-
nism is unclear, and may be different in different situations (e.g.
magnetic propulsion versus driving by radiation pressure), analogy
with hyperaccreting TDEs (Kara et al. 2016) suggests that a subset
of hyperaccreting MBHs might be most readily detectable through
intense, geometrically beamed X-ray emission. Such sources would
be rare, however, not only because of beaming but also because we
would expect most hyperaccreting MBHs to have relatively small
masses, which implies that their lifetimes are short and their num-
bers are relatively small.

Our investigation suggests an explanation for why very few, if
any, hyperaccreting MBHs have been identified: truly hyperaccret-
ing sources would not resemble AGNs. Either they would be intrin-
sically X-ray weak because the temperature of the envelope (not a
standard accretion disc) is relatively low (�104 K), or they would
be heavily obscured, extremely hard X-ray sources. Given their low
masses, envelope emission at LEdd would be hard to pick out at high
redshifts. It is therefore not surprising that standard observational
strategies have not detected such sources. Probably, the best hope
would be to detect intense X-ray beams from rare sources pointing
at us, which could have quasar-like fluxes; this could provide an
exciting window into the early growth of supermassive black holes.
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